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Abstract

Questioning plays an important part in the teaching and learning science. Previous research has extensively focused on teachers’ questions compared to students’ questions. Research of students’ questions is vital as it shows how students think and their understanding of a content studied. Hence, this research focuses on students’ questions, types of questions asked and the sequence(s) after students’ question. Twenty three chemistry teachers and their students of national secondary schools were involved in this study. Ninety two chemistry lessons were observed, audio and video recorded. Transcript of the lessons showed that students’ questions were mainly related to content or science process skills as emphasised in inquiry teaching and learning. However, most questions asked by students were low order closed questions. The sequence after students’ questions with the highest percentage (83.33%) was IR (Initiation from student, followed by teachers’ response). This sequence showed that chemistry teachers in this study did not display inquiry-based questioning characteristics because in inquiry teaching, teachers should avoid responding to students’ questions. Instead, they should provide opportunities for students to respond to their friends’ questions. Hence, teachers should move towards student initiated inquiry, where students ask higher order thinking questions and increasing the interaction among the students.
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A teacher, a prominent figure in teaching and learning process, plays a vital role in a classroom. They should be able to implement teaching approaches as suggested in the curriculum. One of teaching approaches suggested in Malaysia’s chemistry curriculum specification is inquiry approach (Curriculum Development Centre, 2005). In inquiry-based classroom, the utmost importance is the questions that students ask (Wells, 1995; Martin, et al., 2009; Howes, Lim and Campos, 2009). Through the process of questioning, students are able to build a deep understanding of a concept (Suchman, 1966; Tobin, 1990; Yahudit and Herscovitz, 1999; Hinrichsen and Jarrett, 1999; Campbell, Zhang and Neilson, 2011), science
process skills and nature of science (Campbell, Zhang and Neilson, 2011) as they are actively involved in the learning process.

Typical classroom scenario showed that students rarely ask question as reported by Dillon (1988); Chin (2002); Blonder, Namlok-Naaman and Hofstein (2008). Not much researches were done on students’ questions (van Zee et al, 2001) compared to teacher’s questions. Chin and Osborne (2008) claimed that less attention was given to this aspect. Previous researches done on students’ questions found that the percentage of students’ questions was very low (Mohamed Najib and Mohammad Yusof, 1995; Jegede and Olajide, 1995; Tay and Mohammad Yusof, 2008). This scenario occurred due to the fact that students felt their questions were not appreciated, lack of encouragement by their teachers and they were not given sufficient time to think (Rop, 2003). However, Albergaria-Almedia (2010) found that students asked ample number of questions in chemistry classroom that they observed. Nevertheless, questions asked by the students were mainly not related to chemistry content. In Malaysia, there will be a revamp in the examination questions which focuses more on questions which requires higher order thinking questions to ensure that Malaysia’s performance improved in the next TIMSS and PISA cycle as stated in Preliminary Report-Executive Summary National Education Blueprint 2013-2025 (Ministry of Education, 2012). Hence, it is of utmost importance to study students’ questions to get an insight view of their thinking. There should be a difference in the type of questions asked by students in traditional and inquiry-based classroom. Thus, this study looks into the type of questions asked by students in inquiry-based chemistry classrooms.

As inquiry-based teaching is a student-centred approach (Kim, Tan and Talaue, 2013), students are expected to be active in the learning process. It means that students should be involved in the process of responding to questions asked by other student(s). Furthermore, students should be able to provide evidence in responding to questions as emphasised in National Science Education Standards (National Research Council, 2000).

Besides students’ questions, there has been vast previous research done on teaching sequence (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975; Mortimer and Scott, 2003). Most of the researches done found that the common teaching sequence was IRE (Initiation, Response, Evaluation). It means that a teacher asks a question, students give response, followed by evaluation by the teacher (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975; Scott, Mortimer and Aguiar, 2006). This sequence is also known as triadic dialogue and was found in most classrooms in United States (Lemke, 1990; Kumpulainen and Wray, 2002). However, we would argue that the study of sequence after students’ questions is of equal importance as sequence after teacher’s questions. It reveals how students’ questions are being responded. Inquiry-based classroom emphasises students’ dialogue. Students’ dialogue involves students asking questions, followed by their friends’ responses and the process will continue until a full understanding of a concept of phenomena is obtained. Understanding the
sequence(s) after students’ questions is vital as it provides insights on the turn taking that occurs in classroom. Hence, if students were to ask question(s), what is/are the possible sequence(s) after students’ questions? This aspect of sequence after students’ questions is important to be analysed as we would see how teachers and students response towards students’ questions. In this research, focus will be on the type of students’ questions in inquiry-based classrooms and the sequence(s) of interaction that occurred after students’ questions in chemistry classrooms.

METHOD

A total of twenty three chemistry secondary school teachers who practiced inquiry teaching were involved in this study. All of them were from thirteen different secondary schools and implement the same chemistry curriculum which was developed by Curriculum Development Centre, Ministry of Education, Malaysia (2005). Each teacher and their students were observed for four lessons. Duration of each lesson is 60 to 80 minutes. The chemistry lessons observed were video and audio recorded after obtaining consent from the respondents. A total of ninety two chemistry lessons were transcribed and analysed manually to determine the sequence after students’ questions. The process of transcribing the video recorded and audio recorded chemistry lessons were done twice. The first process of transcribing is listening to the audio recorded lesson. Then, the second process is listening to the video recorded lesson. These two steps are taken to ensure the validity of the transcription. An observation instrument, known as Observation Instrument in Inquiry Teaching through Verbal Interaction (OIITVI) was used. This instrument was modified from previous existing classroom observation instruments (Flanders, 1970; Eggleston, Galton and Jones, 1976; Mohamed Najib, 1997; Brandon et al., 2008). It consists of five main categories of verbal interactions. The main categories are teacher’s question, teacher’s statement, student’s question, student’s statement and silence or confusion.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this section, discussion will be based on types of students’ questions and the sequence(s) of verbal interaction that occurred after students’ question.

Types of Students’ Questions

Overall, student’s questions contributes 7.52% of the total verbal interaction that occurred during chemistry lessons. In this study, there are two main categories of student’s questions. The categories are questions related to content or science process skills and questions not related to content or science process skills. 75.07% of the students’ questions were content or science process skills (see Figure 1). Questions that are not related to content or science process skills raised by the students were for classroom management purposes. Based on Figure 1, the ratio between the two main categories of students’ questions are three to one.
However, the result found from this study contradicts with research done by Albergaria-Almedia (2010) which stated that in a chemistry classroom, 75% of students’ questions was not content-related.

Not related to Content science Skill 2493%

Relate to Content science process skills 75.07%

Fipna-a 1 Categories of students’ questions

Next, the students’ questions which are related to content or science process skills are further analysed. It was found that students raised questions to obtain information or confirm a fact, principle or concept, and to ask for clarification of a process (usually related to practical procedure or technique). Student’s questions not related to content or science process skills are managerial questions. Further analysis of types of questions students asked, it was found that students’ questions were mainly consists of closed-ended questions. A total of 3225 questions were asked by students. A total of 1616 questions (50.11%) questions were closed-ended questions, followed by managerial questions, 1537 questions (47.66%). Only 72 questions (2.23%) represents open-ended questions (see Figure 2).

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the types of students’ questions were mainly closed-ended questions. These questions do not promote high order thinking skills. This study showed that the purpose of students asking questions
were merely to get clarification and confirmation of certain facts. Example of students’ questions related to content or science process skills are as follows:

Teacher, this thirty one ok? [confirmation]
Teacher... this one has to find the number of moles first? [confirmation]
How to record? [clarification]

Ideally, in an inquiry-based classroom, students’ questions should be open-ended question type that could enhance students’ thinking skills, and higher order level thinking questions. This type of question is encouraged in inquiry-based classroom (Lemke, 1990; Mortimer and Scott, 2003). Besides that, one of the characteristics of inquiry-based classroom is students ask scientifically oriented questions (National Research Council, 2000). However, this characteristic was not shown in this study.

**Sequence After Students’ Question**

Based on the analysis done on 92 chemistry lessons observed, it was found that there are five types of sequences after students’ questions (see Table 1).

The sequence after students’ questions which recorded the highest percentage was IR (83.33%). Sequence IR indicates that students’ questions were followed by feedback from the teacher. This type of sequence showed that these students are likely to be dependent on their teachers to give feedback on questions asked. Hence, this does not encourage students to discuss with their friends on the content that is currently being discussed. This sequence is less likely to show inquiry characteristic. Example of transcribed lesson that showed this sequence is shown below.

**Table 1 Sequence after Students’ Questions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>83.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IR₁</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>12.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IR₂</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IR₁R</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>1884</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R: Teacher’s response; R₁: Students’ response; R₂, teacher posed the question back to the class.

S: Teacher, in displacement, higher metal loses or gain electron? [I]
T: Higher [R]
S: Is the higher referring to electrode? [I]
T: The electrolyte is the solution, right? Ok.so, we want to displace metal in the electrolyte. [R]
S: So, the metal must be more electropositive? [I]
T: Correct. [R]
Next, the second highest percentage is IRp sequence (12.31%). This sequence shows that other students answered their friends’ questions. It shows that the teacher allows other students to respond, either by asking, giving comment or to give feedback to questions posed by their classmates. Eventually, students will be less dependent on the teacher to give feedback. Below is an example of a transcribed lesson that showed IRp sequence.

S3: Really brown? [I]
Milah: Looks like Milo powder
S5: Ooh...
S3: Eh... eh... Milah says looks like MILO powder. Rp
Milah: A bit darker.
S3: MILO powder but a bit darker.

IRRp sequence is the third highest percentage (3.34%). It shows that after students asked questions, the teacher responded and followed by other students giving feedback to the same question. This sequence shows that students might just agree with teachers’ statement, and they might less likely to give their own opinion or view on a particular concept or phenomena discussed. The following transcript shows the above mentioned sequence.

S4: Why put that inside? [I]
T: For the heating purpose... [R]
S5: Yes... [Rp]

Apart from the above mentioned types of sequences, is type 4 sequence (IR3R), which constitutes 0.69%. In this sequence, a student asks a question, and then the teacher asked the question to other students in the classroom. Finally, the teacher responds to the question he/she asked. In other words, the teacher does not wait for students to respond. This phenomenon is shown in part of the transcript below.

S1: Can we store reactive metals in water? [I]
T: Can or not? [R3]
T: Cannot, because it can react with water. [R]
The above sequence, (IR3R), showed the teacher did not practise wait-time in the classroom. Type 5 sequence which consists of several other sequences was not discussed in this article as this type of sequence contributed only 0.03% of the total percentage of other type of sequences. Based on the discussion above, only type 2 sequence (IRp) reflected inquiry teaching approach.

**CONCLUSION**

Results obtained from this study showed that although students ask questions in an inquiry-based classroom, the students’ questions were mainly on asking clarification or getting confirmation of a certain concept or facts. Questions asked were mainly closed-ended questions, which do not promote inquiry and aligned with the requirement needed in inquiry-based classroom (National Research Council, 2000). Secondly, this study revealed that there are five types of sequences of verbal interaction after students’ questions. The common sequence after students’ questions is IR, where the students initiate the talk by asking questions (I), and followed by teacher responding to the questions asked (R). From this study, it was found that most of the questions asked by students were answered by teachers. This IR sequence showed that it is the common practice in the chemistry lessons observed. This may be due to teachers’ negative perception on their students’ ability to respond to questions asked. Teachers should be a role model in displaying a good example in moving from asking low level thinking questions (close questions) to high order thinking questions (open questions), from ‘what’ question to ‘how’ and ‘what-if questions. Besides that, teachers should allocate wait-time, which refers to the time allocated for students to respond to their friend’s questions. This wait-time has similar application with wait-time one, which is the duration of pause after teacher’s question (Rowe, 1974). The wait-time is important as students need time to think and respond accordingly.

Hence, in order to produce better inquiry-based classroom, and student initiated inquiry, chemistry teachers need to practice wait-time and have a positive view on students’ ability to respond as one-size-fits-all model do not apply in inquiry-based classroom. Besides that, chemistry teachers should encourage and guide their students to ask open-ended questions in the classroom.
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